
Be gentle with your doll creation, like you would a newborn baby.

Never force your doll’s limbs into clothing or hold your doll by his/her limbs or head. Doing 
these things can result in doll injuries.

Be mindful of your baby’s fragile eye lashes when pulling clothing over her head.

Be gentle when brushing/styling your doll’s hair. Excessive pulling may cause the rooted 
hair to pull loose from the head, and over time constant rubbing can cause bald patches. Do 
not use heat on the hair. If you want to restyle it, simply moisten hair lightly and use sponge 
curlers and air dry. Don’t use detergents or any products containing alcohol your doll’s hair.

ALWAYS WASH NEW CLOTHING BEFORE DRESSING YOUR NEWBORN. 

Sometimes the dyes in the cloth can stain your doll’s vinyl. AVOID CONTACT WITH 
NEWSPAPERS OR PENS. These can also leave stains on the vinyl.

Keep your doll at a comfortable temperature like you would for yourself and for a real baby. 

Never leave your doll in a car in any weather. A car can heat up quickly and destroy the vinyl 
that your doll is made of. Never leave your doll in direct sunlight. Extended exposure to cold 
weather can crack your doll’s vinyl parts.

To avoid water damage, NEVER SUBMERGE YOUR DOLL IN WATER. When your doll 
becomes dusty, simply wipe him/her off with a damp soft wash cloth. Never use soaps or 
cleaning products containing alcohol, or baby wipes on your doll. 

WARNING: FOR DOLLS WITH MAGNETS

Doll magnets are very strong. They should be kept 2 feet away from electronics and anyone 
with a pacemaker to avoid interference.

KEEP MAGNETS AWAY FROM CHILDREN AND PETS. They are very dangerous if swallowed.

DOLLS ARE CONSIDERED COLLECTIBLES AND HAVE NOT BEEN SAFETY TESTED FOR USE 
WITH YOUNG CHILDREN, SO THEY ARE NOT CONSIDERED TOYS.

Thank you and enjoy your little royal baby, 
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